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Chapter 1503
“Bang!” Wen Ren Tianqing’s body flew out directly!
This scene exceeded everyone’s expectations!
Last second, they were still worried about whether Wiliam would be counted to death by Wenren
Tianqing.
In the next second, Wenren Tianqing was blasted out by Wiliam!
What exactly is going on!
Wiliam’s body flashed with red light!
Shocking and strange silver needles slowly came out of Wiliam’s body and hung in front of him!
A terrifying coercion spread from the silver needles and filled the audience!
Almost everyone present was suffocated!
What exactly are these silver needles!
The needle is red!
The needle tail is flashing with rich black light!
Half red and half black, never seen before!
While Wenren watched this scene intently, his eyes were slightly red.
See again, Long live the demon lotus!
Wiliam was really angry this time.
Do not hesitate to expose one of the most important secrets!
“You kid! Dare to foul! Seek death!” Wen Ren Tianqing’s palm spread out, his hands dripping with
blood, and his whole body was thunderous!
Uncharacteristically, Wiliam had the forbearance and disdain he had before.
On the contrary, he is aggressive, and his body is steaming!
“I fouled? Who fouled the first? When you hid your weapon’s killer move, you thought about it, did you
have a foul? You bit me in front of everyone? Are you really blind for all the people in the world? If I

have no way to deal with it and still bear it physically, can I stand here and talk to you now! Wenren
Tianqing, don’t be too double-standard!” Wiliamhan said with a face.
“You! You!” Wen Ren Tianqing thought of Wiliam, who had always been poor at arguing. He was so
clever at this moment that he choked for a while.
“Wenren Tianqing, you use vicious palms in the front, hidden weapons to break the rules first? Where
did your face call me foul? And where did I foul? My needle itself is in my body, but, yes Your fist hit my
needle, is this a foul?” Wiliam said clankly.
This is a bit irrational, it’s a sophistry.
But the mystery of this is, who can prove that what Wiliam said was wrong?
These needles were indeed in Wiliam’s body.
It doesn’t count as Wiliam’s use of foreign objects.
“Wenren Tianqing! Do you know what you are doing!” Wenren Tiange said at the right time, looking
ugly.
However, Wenren Tianqing was completely angry.
It is already a shame that he conspired with a kid.
Unexpectedly, under the gaze of everyone’s eyes, the conspiracy could not be achieved, but Wiliam
was conspired to counter the conspiracy.
Ten palms!
Ten palms will not kill this kid!
Wen Ren Tianqing felt that what he vowed to say just now was just hitting his face!
Anyway, no matter what you say today, this kid will be killed here!
Otherwise, the face of his elder is completely shame!
Thinking of this, Wen Ren Tianqing stood up again and rushed towards Wiliam.
He grinned and said, “Boy, don’t you want to challenge me! Okay, I’ll give you a chance! As long as you
can hurt me, even if you have the ability! But, don’t blame me for being ruthless!”
The implication is that this challenge is nothing but life or death!
Wenren Tiange opened his mouth, and finally stubbornly held back.
That tangled in his heart.
Wiliam committed a felony, and his death was not a pity.
However, under the rules, he even survived.

And his second brother, as an elder, broke the rules again and again, and also lost his fragrant face.
No matter, all this is Wiliam’s fate.
Wiliam saw that Ren Tianqing rushed over, with the purple butterfly blade in his hand.
He showed a sneer, and backed away, the long live demon lotus in front of him was red.
“I’ll let you ten more tricks! It’s a courtesy of the following!” Wiliam said calmly.
These words shocked the audience again!
A guy with a natural waste of blood, dare to propose ten ways to make the elders!
What’s more, the following grams are on!
Also polite!
This is simply the greatest rudeness, okay?
This kid is so arrogant!
“You’re looking for death!” Wenren Tianqing’s face was pale, the purple butterfly blade in his hand
drawn a purple and black air in the air, as if to break the void.
The Long Live Demon Lotus in front of Wiliam moved!
A hundred long live demon lotus, spinning and flying in front of Wiliam, forming a red light barrier!
“Bang!” The purple butterfly blade slammed into the red light barrier!
“Small bugs! You don’t know what level of treasure the purple butterfly blade in my hand is!” Wen Ren
Tianqing smiled frantically.
He does have the capital to laugh.
Although the purple butterfly blade is a basic magic weapon, it is far better than an ordinary magic
weapon.
And in Jiu Zong, how many magical soldiers are there?
There are only three pieces of the whole fragrant flower!
Respectively in the hands of the suzerain and their two elders.
Among the three magic weapons, one of the suzerain and Wenren Tianyi belonged to defense, and the
other was both offensive and defensive.
Only this purple butterfly blade belongs to the blade of attack!
And killing is invisible, extremely sharp!
Now this kid is trying to use a few needles to stop it, doesn’t it make people feel ridiculous?

In the next second, the vain red light will be broken open, let this kid know why the flowers are so red!
Wen Ren Tianqing is quite confident.
But “bang!”
His tiger’s mouth trembled violently, and he almost couldn’t hold the purple butterfly blade!
“What!” The people on the scene exclaimed first!
They don’t know the sharpness of the purple butterfly blade!
And it’s expensive!
But just now, they watched the imposing stroke of the purple butterfly blade, and wanted to cut
through the red light.
However, the red light was sonorous, and he shook the purple butterfly blade back!
This shocked everyone!
What is the origin of Wiliam’s strange silver needles!
It was able to block the full blow of the purple butterfly blade!
Is it a coincidence?
And if it wasn’t a coincidence, it could block the magic weapon’s blow, and even directly bounce the
magic weapon back…
Wiliam’s set of silver needles is suffocating!
Magic soldier!
And it is a magic weapon stronger than the purple butterfly blade!
Everyone’s eyes were on Wiliam!
This kid, obviously came across, there is a magic weapon hidden in his body!
A single piece of magic weapon is enough to make Jiuzong jealous!
“Impossible!” Wen Ren Tianqing recognized the facts before him, and obviously thought of these too!
But would he believe it?
He seemed crazy, holding the purple butterfly blade and rushed up.
“Bang bang bang!” The purple butterfly blade madly bombarded Wiliam’s red light barrier.
However, the barrier is as stable as an old dog.

Even after the tenth sound, Wenren Tianqing couldn’t hold the purple butterfly blade at all.
“Qiang!” The purple butterfly blade was bounced off and stuck to the ground.
The red light slowly disappeared.
In the disappearing red light, everyone saw a killing intent that was redder than red.
It was Wiliam’s eyes.
“Ten strokes, here it is.”
“Now, it’s my turn.”

